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BUSINESS
PAGES
1. BUSINESS

1.1 KARAKIA

1.2 APOLOGIES

1.3 WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

1.4 REGISTER OF INTERESTS
4-5
Advice of any changes or updates.
3. Kaiapoi River monitoring and management – update – A Meredith (Ecan, Principal
Surface Water Scientist) and S Allen (WDC, Water Environment Advisor)
RECOMMENDATION

6-8

THAT the CWMS Waimakariri Zone Committee:
a)

Receives this update for its information.

4. COMMITTEE UPDATES – M Griffin (CWMS Facilitator, ECAN)
-

Proposed Plan Change 7

-

CWMS Regional Committee

-

Land and Water Committee

-

Zone Committee Working Groups

-

Communications and Engagement

-

Action for Healthy Waterways

-

CWMS Zone Committee Review

-

Action points from the previous Zone Committee Meeting – 3 August 2020
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RECOMMENDATION

9-63

THAT the CWMS Waimakariri Zone Committee:
a)

Receives these updates for its information, and with reference to the
Committee’s 2020/21 work programme and engagement priorities.

5. CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
Minutes of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Waimakariri Zone
Committee meeting – 3 August 2020
RECOMMENDATION
THAT the CWMS Waimakariri Zone Committee:
a)

Confirms the minutes of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy
Waimakariri Zone Committee meeting, held on 3 August 2020, as a true and
accurate record.

Matters Arising

6. GENERAL BUSINESS

Briefing
-

Zone Committee feedback on priorities for Ecan and WDC draft Long
Term Plans – M Griffin (Ecan, CWMS Facilitator) and S Allen (WDC,
Water Environment Advisor)

KARAKIA

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the CWMS Waimakariri Water Zone Committee is scheduled for
the 5 October 2020 at 3:30pm.
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WAIMAKARIRI WATER ZONE COMMITTEE
Register of Interests – at 10 August 2020
Name

Committee Member Interests

David Ashby

- Director/shareholder – Pineleigh Farm Limited
- Director/shareholder – Dave Ashby Rural Consultants Limited
- Shareholder – Waimakariri Irrigation Limited
- Member – Cust Main Drain Water User Group

Michael Blackwell

- Director/ Shareholder – Blackwells Limited, Kaiapoi
- Treasurer – North Canterbury Clay Target Association
- 4Ha property, Tuahiwi

John Cooke

- Director/Shareholder – Executive Limousines 2015 Limited
- Director/Shareholder – Express Hire Limited
- Director/Shareholder – Secure Property Management Limited
- Director/Shareholder – Testpro Limited
- Director/Shareholder – Acropolis Wedding and Event Hire Limited
- Director/Shareholder – Pines Beach Store Limited
- Director/Shareholder – Coastal Dream 2005 Limited – 4Ha property,
Kaiapoi
- Interim Trustee – Section 6 Survey Office Plan 465273 Ahu Whenua
Trust

Megan Hands

- Candidate, National Party – Rangitata Electorate
- Director/Shareholder – Landsavvy Limited
- Member – NZ Institute of Primary Industry Management
- Member – NZ Young Farmers
- Member – Institute of Directors NZ
- ECan Councillor

Erin Harvie

- Shareholder – Bowden Consultancy Limited, trading as Bowden
Environmental
- Member – NZ Hydrological Society
- Associate member – NZ Institute of Primary Industry Management
- Involvement with Cust River Water User Group

Cameron Henderson

- Dairy Farmer - Groundwater irrigator
- Member – NZ Institute of Primary Industry Management
- Member – NZ Dairy Environment Leaders Forum
- Chairman – DairyCan - Canterbury Dairy Environment Leaders Forum
- Chairman – North Canterbury Federated Farmers

Carolyne Latham

- Farmer – Sheep, beef
- Director – Latham Ag Ltd Consulting
- Shareholder – Silver Fern Farms, Farmlands
- Registered Member – New Zealand Institute of Primary Industry
Management

Wendy Main

- Dairy Farmer – Trinity Holdings (2001) Ltd
- Registered Nurse
- Member Federated Farmers
- Consent to Farm and related consents for water and effluent with ECan
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- Shareholder – Silver Fern Farms, Farmlands, LIC
Arapata Reuben

- Chair – Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga
- Trustee – Tuahiwi Marae
- Trustee – Tuhono Trust
- Trustee – Mana Waitaha Charitable Trust
- Member – National Kiwi Recovery Group
- Rūnanga Rep – Christchurch/West Melton Water Zone Committee
- Rūnanga Rep – Ashburton Water Zone Committee

Judith Roper-Lindsay

- Director/ecologist – JR-L Consulting Ltd.
- Landowner/small-scale sheep farmer, Ashley downs
- Fellow – Environment Institute of Australia and New Zealand (EIANZ)

Sandra Stewart

- Self-employed journalist
- Landowner, 4Ha Springbank – sheep & dogs
- WDC Councillor
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 3

SUBJECT: Kaiapoi River monitoring and management – update

REPORT TO: Waimakariri Water Zone Committee

MEETING DATE: 7 September 2020

REPORT BY: Murray Griffin – CWMS Facilitator, Waimakariri

PROPOSAL
This briefing provides the Waimakariri Water Zone Committee with an update on the follow
up work by Environment Canterbury and WDC staff on the Kaiapoi River as discussed at its
3 August meeting. Specifically, on current salinity monitoring in the Kaiapoi River, future
water quality investigations and monitoring of the Kaiapoi River, and an overview of the
WDC management priorities on this waterway.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zone Committee:
Receives this update for its information.

BY WHO
This update is provided by:



Adrian Meredith – ECan, Principal Surface Water Scientist
Sophie Allen – WDC, Water Environment Advisor, 3 Waters Team

BACKGROUND

Salinity monitoring at the Mandeville Bridge in the Kaiapoi River 2019/20.
A salinity logger was deployed near the bed of the Kaiapoi River from 26 November 2019 to
August 2020. Data up to 13 May 2020 is shown in the figure below. The logger failed in
mid-May and did not collect data through late May to August. When recovered in late
August the Waimakariri River (OHB) was flowing at a low flow of approximately 32 m3/s. A
replacement logger was deployed on 20 August and will capture some data during the
current winter low flow period.
The 2020 salinity data shows there was no salinity intrusion into the Kaiapoi River in late
2019, and the first significant incident was on a single tide on 12 January 2020 and two tides
in 23 and 24 January 2020. More consistent periods of saline intrusion occurred between
10-17 February, 9-24 March, and 6-16 April 2020. It is likely that there were also mid-winter
saline intrusion periods with the dry winter months of July and August with the Waimakariri
River recording long periods of naturally sustained low flows over this period. This data
indicates the Kaiapoi River through Kaiapoi continues to show saline or estuarine conditions
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in summer/autumn periods. This data will add to previous years data for modelling that can
predict the dominant influences on salinity intrusion.
Figure 1. Salinity recordings near the bed of the Kaiapoi River from 26 November to 13 May 2020.
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Water quality monitoring of Kaiapoi River.
Routine water quality sampling of a site within Kaiapoi is not currently conducted because of
the highly dynamic nature of the waterway that received strong twice daily (2 metre) tidal
fluctuations, back flow of water from the Waimakariri River, and variable flows from several
contributing tributaries. To describe the water quality dynamics of the Kaiapoi River, and to
understand the drivers of the degraded features of the water quality of the Kaiapoi River a
range of both riverine and lake water quality parameters need to be measured. To resolve
these influences would require continuous (15 minute) sampling with sonde mounted water
quality probes. These are more commonly deployed in lake and the coastal environments.
The salinity monitoring conducted to date at Mandeville Bridge illustrate the feasibility and
utility of this site for such monitoring for the Kaiapoi River. The Mandeville Bridge has the
added advantage of an existing and accessible (bridge lighting) 240v power supply that
could support the small power requirements of relevant instrumentation, and discrete bridge
piles for ease of attaching equipment. This proposal is being further scoped for potential
installation this year. This approach is the most feasible method to give effect to the ZIPA
recommendations for managing the water quality of the Kaiapoi River.

WDC management priorities for the Kaiapoi River
Waimakariri District Council acknowledges the role of the Kaiapoi River as the focal point of Kaiapoi
Township. Pressures for the Kaiapoi River include sediment, E.coli inputs and high nitrate from
tributaries among others. Waimakariri District Council sees a priority to continually evaluate and adapt
how the river is managed, particularly as it becomes more estuarine.
The likely effects of sea level rise, as well as the effect of flows in the Waimakariri River in the future is
a priority to be understood and discussed with the Kaiapoi community. WDC recognises that
continuous monitoring, such as 15 minute sampling of the dynamic waterway, for salinity and other
common water quality parameters, would assist with adaptive management by Waimakariri District
Council and Environment Canterbury.
Jacobs Ltd, on behalf of Waimakariri District Council, has completed hydrodynamic modelling of the
Waimakariri District Coastline. This information is currently being distributed within the community,
with community information sessions to be held later in 2020.
Current WDC management of the Kaiapoi River includes inter-tidal planting, dredging, terrestrial
planting, and scoping of pigeon control and an in-line wetland and sediment trap. This is funded
through ZIPA and Kaiapoi River Rehabilitation budgets. Both of these work programmes, priorities
and budgets will be reviewed in the WDC 2021-31 Long Term Plan.
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 4

SUBJECT: Committee Updates

REPORT TO: Waimakariri Water Zone Committee

MEETING DATE: 7 September 2020

REPORT BY: Murray Griffin, CWMS Facilitator – Waimakariri
PURPOSE
The purpose of the agenda item is to provide the committee with an overview of updates to
be tabled.

RECOMMENDATION
That the Zone Committee:
Receives these updates for its information, and with reference to the committee’s
2020/21 work programme and engagement priorities.

COMMITTEE UPDATES
The following updates will be addressed with the committee:
1. Proposed Plan Change 7
Proposed Plan Change 7 (of the Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan) has been
developed to respond to emerging resource management issues, to give effect to relevant
national direction, to implement recommendations from the Hinds Drains’ Working Party, and
to implement recommendations in the Waimakariri and Orari-Temuka-Opihi-Pareora (OTOP)
Zone Implementation Programme Addenda (ZIPA).
The Hearing Panel has set down a new timetable for the Plan Change 7 hearing. The
hearing will begin on 28 September and run on 5 non-consecutive weeks through to 4
December. The Panel Chair, David Sheppard, resides in Melbourne Australia and is
currently under COVID-19 lockdown restrictions. As such, the Panel Chair will attend and
run the hearing remotely, via video conferencing. New Zealand is also under heightened
restrictions to manage COVID-19, and venues will need to be able to provide room for
sufficient social distancing. Because of this, we were unable to secure an appropriate venue
(with space and sufficient broadband connectivity) within the Waimakariri District. The
hearing will be held in Christchurch (at Wigram) and Timaru.
Evidence in Chief was exchanged on 17 July. Expert caucusing will occur through the
month of August. Rebuttal Evidence is to be lodged by 18 September.
For more information, go to:
https://ecan.govt.nz/your-region/plans-strategies-and-bylaws/canterbury-landand-water-regional-plan/change-7/

2. CWMS Regional Committee
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The last CWMS Regional Committee meeting was held on Tuesday 11 August. Carolyne
Latham attended this meeting and has provided a report, which is attached as agenda item
4-1
Link to all Regional Committee meetings and agenda papers –
https://ecan.govt.nz/data/documentlibrary/?Search=regional+water+management+committee%2C+agenda&docu
mentTypes=-1&pageSize=12&start=1&sortDir=desc
3. Land & Water Committee – Waimakariri District Council
The previous WDC Land & Water committee meeting was held on 13 August 2020, please
find this report attached as agenda item 4-2.

4. Zone Committee Working Groups
Landcare Working Group
Cam Henderson has provided the following update.
The Landcare Working Group met on Friday 14th with Andrew Arps to discuss next steps.
Outcomes from the meeting:
1. Follow up with NGF on their restructure to determine level of alignment with
Landcare Group objectives (they had asked us to wait a few weeks after our initial
contact) (Complete - they are in support of our objectives and keen to work together)
2. Begin contacting other potential Landcare Group stakeholders to gauge interest in
the concept. DairyNZ, Ngai Tahu Farming, Beef and Lamb etc
3. Book a farm walk for potential constructed wetland project (Complete - scheduled
for 4th September).
4. Contact Jo Buckner of Landcare Trust to seek her assistance in setting up the
Landcare Group
As a reminder we have shifted away from a general public engagement objective to a
Landcare Group which seeks to engage with and encourage farmers and other rural
stakeholders across the zone to deliver catchment group type outcomes in a zone where it is
difficult to define catchments.
Our main objectives: To improve environmental outcomes in the Waimakariri Zone through
farmer led:
 Education
 Monitoring
 Catchment Science
 Partnerships
 Project Management
Biodiversity Working Group
Judith Roper-Lindsay has provided the following update.
The Biodiversity Working Group will meet again on Friday 3 September and an update on this
meeting will be provided to the committee at this 7 September Zone Committee meeting.
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Coastal Catchments Working Group
Carolyne Latham has provided the following update.
Initial discussions on the option of forming catchment groups have been held and an update
will be provided to the committee at this 7 September Zone Committee meeting.

5. Communications & Engagement
Angus McLeod (ECan Senior Communications & Engagement Advisor) has provided the
committee with the following update.
There was significant media coverage of the removal of trees in the Ashley Rakahuri
Regional Park as part of flood protection works:
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/news-and-events/2020/ashleyrakahuri-flood-protection-scheme-an-update-on-tree-felling/
https://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/122326321/mass-tree-felling-blindsidesvisitors-to-north-canterbury-walking-track
https://www.odt.co.nz/star-news/star-districts/star-north-canterbury/dismayover-loss-500-river-trees
http://www.ncnews.co.nz/community/councillor-angered-by-tree-felling/
Further discussions involving the councils and local residents followed and communications
on next steps will be prepared. It will be of interest to the committee that a Rangiora resident
presented to ECan Council on Thursday 27 August on this issue.

6. Action for Healthy Waterways
On Wednesday 5 August 2020 the Government’s Action for Healthy Waterways package (all
four parts NPSFM 2020, NES Freshwater, Stock Exclusion and water measurement and
reporting regs) were gazetted. They come into force on 3 September 2020 but effective
dates for different rules vary.
Work is ongoing within Environment Canterbury to confirm how this package aligns with our
current planning framework and related work programmes of Council. The committee will
receive a briefing on this package in due course.
For more information please refer to the following links:
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/action-for-healthy-waterways
Links to the instruments:
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/sites/default/files/media/Fresh%20water/nationalpolicy-statement-for-freshwater-management-2020.pdf
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2020/0174/latest/LMS364099.
html
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http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2020/0175/latest/LMS379869.
html

7. CWMS Zone Committee Review
The Zone Committee had the opportunity to review and provide feedback the policy paper
provided by Environment Canterbury on the CWMS Zone Committee review on Monday 3
August. Following this, the Waimakariri District Council received a report on this review,
prepared by Sophie Allen (WDC Water Environment Advisor) and Sarah Nichols (WDC
Governance Manager) at their 1 September meeting. Please find this report attached as
agenda item 4-3.

8. Action points from the previous zone committee meeting – 3 August 2020


MKT report to committee members

Sophie Allen has provided this report to the committee facilitator for distribution.


Waimakariri River water quality monitoring data on the LAWA website

The ECan Science Team are following up on the 2 water quality monitoring sites, managed
by NIWA, at the Old Highway Bridge and Gorge. The committee will be updated on this
matter as it is resolved.


Salinity the data loggers in the Kaiapoi River.

A Meredith has retrieved this data and it has been provided as part of agenda item 3, update
on Kaiapoi River monitoring and management, at this Zone Committee meeting.
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CWMS Regional Committee Workshop Report
11th August 2020
1. Jobs for Nature Programme – refer to the table attached for a summary of funding streams.
2. LINZ – an approach is to be made to LINZ to have a representative or observer on the RC.
3. Ecan funding – Ecan received central government funding for wilding conifer and wallaby control,
and flood control work.
4. Canterbury Mayoral Forum – RC feedback was invited on the CMF’s “Plan for Canterbury 20202022”. Discussion primarily focussed on whether the CWMS vision (which was apparently hotly
debated with a wide audience at its inception) needed refreshing after ten years, to try and re-ignite
community acceptance of the CWMS. The vision is:
“To enable present and future generations to gain the greatest social, economic, recreational
and cultural benefits from our water resources within an environmentally sustainable
framework.”
There was a degree of support for refreshing the vision but generally the RC was more concerned
about re-engaging with the CWMS itself rather than undertaking a lengthy exercise on updating the
vision. A common view was that it would be preferable seeing resources going into the goals and
targets of the CWMS and these have already been summarised. However the list of features
accompanying the vision (that should be evident within ten years if the strategy is successful) required
some updating. It was noted that as the CWMS is a non-statutory document it can respond to central
government direction and therefore be able to endure and re-engage territorial authorities. This led to
a discussion on community engagement, including the following suggestions:






TA’s using their facilities such as pools and libraries to advertise water related matters
Having a stall in local markets to hand out leaflets eg washing cars
Shortening zone committee meetings to make them more appealing to the public
At drain and river management landowner meetings include a few slides on riverbirds and
nesting
Catchment groups

5. Fishscreen Working Group – SFFF funding has been granted for an engineering firm to do some
fish screen design work. This should provide some solutions for the smaller scale irrigation projects,
but large irrigation scheme design remains an issue. It was suggested that it was getting beyond the
scope of the working group and Ecan senior management needed to take up the issue more actively.
6. Zone Updates – No opportunity for zone updates was provided. However several other zone
committees seem to be heading in the same direction as Waimakariri in terms of wanting to
encourage catchment groups, and have come to the same realisation that it needs to come from the
bottom up rather than the top down in order to get the engagement and actions on the ground.
Carolyne Latham
Waimakariri Water Zone Committee RC Rep
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Land and Water Committee
Agenda
Thursday 13 August 2020
9.30am
Function Room
Rangiora Town Hall
303 High Street
Rangiora

Members:
Cr Sandra Stewart (Chairperson)
Cr Neville Atkinson
Cr Kirstyn Barnett
Cr Al Blackie
Cr Niki Mealings
Cr Paul Williams
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The Chairperson and Members
LAND AND WATER COMMITTEE

A Meeting of the LAND AND WATER COMMITTEE will be held in the FUNCTION ROOM,
RANGIORA TOWN HALL, 303 HIGH STREET, RANGIORA on THURSDAY 13 AUGUST
2020 to commence at 9.30am.

Adrienne Smith
Governance Coordinator

Recommendations in reports are not to be construed as
Council policy until adopted by the Council

BUSINESS
Page No
1

APOLOGIES

2

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Conflicts of interest (if any) to be reported for minuting.

3

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
3.1

Minutes of a meeting of the Land and Water Committee held on Thursday
11 June 2020
RECOMMENDATION

4-13

THAT the Land and Water Committee:
(a)

Confirms the circulated Minutes of a meeting of the Land and Water
Committee held on 11 June 2020.

4

MATTERS ARISING

5

DEPUTATION/PRESENTATIONS
Nil.

200604065568
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6

REPORTS
6.1

Planting Proposal for Fernside Springs (Pinevale Farm) – Sophie Allen
(Water Environment Advisor)
RECOMMENDATION

14-18

THAT the Land and Water Committee:
(a)

Receives report No. 200727094590.

(b)

Approves the proposal for the planting and associated maintenance of
springs at Pinevale Farm, estimated at a cost of $14,000, from the
allocated budget of $33,100 from the Cam River Enhancement Fund.

(c)

Circulates a copy of this report to ECAN, Fish and Game and the
Rangiora Ashley Community Board for their information.

7

QUESTIONS

8

URGENT GENERAL BUSINESS

Briefing
•
•
•
•

Land and Water funding – LTP Funding Report – Sophie Allen (Water
Environment Advisor)
Kaiapoi River Issues and Management – Sophie Allen (Water
Environment Advisor)
Covid-19 Response Environmental Funding – Kate Steel (Ecologist –
Biodiversity)
Update on National Freshwater Direction, including the new National
Policy Statement for Freshwater Management - Sophie Allen (Water
Environment Advisor)

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Land and Water Committee is scheduled for 9:30am,
Thursday 8 October 2020 in the Function Room, Rangiora Town Hall.

200604065568
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WAIMAKARIRI DISTRICT COUNCIL
MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE LAND AND WATER COMMITTEE HELD IN THE
WAIMAKARIRI DISTRICT COUNCIL CHAMBERS, 215 HIGH STREET, RANGIORA
ON THURSDAY 11 JUNE 2020 COMMENCING AT 9:30AM

PRESENT
Councillor S Stewart (Chairperson), N Atkinson, K Barnett, A Blackie and N Mealings and
Mayor D Gordon
IN ATTENDANCE
C Brown (Manager Community and Recreation), G Cleary (Manager Utilities and Roading),
J Fraser (Utilities Planner), S Allen (Water Environment Officer), G MacLeod (Greenspace
Manager), K Steel (Ecologist – Biodiversity), K Simpson (3 Waters Manager), G Meadows
(Policy Manager) and E Stubbs (Governance Support Officer)
1

APOLOGIES
Moved Councillor Stewart seconded Councillor Atkinson
An apology was received and sustained from Councillor P Williams.
CARRIED

2

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
There were no conflicts of interest.

3

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
3.1

Minutes of a meeting of the Land and Water Committee held on Thursday
13 February 2020
Moved Councillor Barnett seconded Councillor Atkinson
THAT the Land and Water Committee:
(a)

Confirms the circulated minutes of a meeting of the Land and Water
Committee held on 13 February 2020.
CARRIED

4

MATTERS ARISING
Councillor Barnett asked about outcomes of the nitrate study. Councillor Stewart
advised that it was an item on the Zone programme.
Councillor Stewart asked about the Burgess Stream project and whether the invitation
to view could be extended to the Zone Committee members.

5

DEPUTATION/PRESENTATIONS
Andrew Arps (Environment Canterbury) spoke to the Committee regarding the
programme ECan had submitted to central government as part of Covid-19 Funding

200604065568
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opportunities. Staff were expecting answers in the next week or two. The programme
that had been put forward had totalled $72 million over five years. The current working
group was ECan Councillors and staff but would be expanded to stakeholders
including district councils once there was an established framework.
A Arps outlined the projects submitted.
The Regional Planting Programme submitted was the ‘Red, Black, Green’ initiative ‘on
steroids’. In perspective the volume of planting that had been completed for projects
such as the Immediate Steps programme over the last 10 years would be completed
every year for the next 5 years. There were two streams of complementary work.
The Braided River Revival was led by the values of mahinga kai, recreation and
conservation. It was a non-statutory programme that was being expanded to look at
river works. The Ashley-Rakahuri River had been identified as the first of the braided
rivers to receive work and it would be extended to other braided rivers.
Regional parks enhancement – looking at enhancing, expanding and creating regional
parks.
Regional catchment management – needs to be lead from ground up with support
from ECan. The goal was to identify 12 groups and start working with them with ECan
allowing the groups to drive the restoration.
A Arps advised that Next Generation Farmers had been awarded funds for the next
three years and the Hurunui Dryland Landcare Group were also looking to be
successful in receiving funding.
Councillor Blackie asked about the whitewater park. A Arps explained it was in the
Selwyn District at a river inlet using existing infrastructure.
A Arps explained that the funding came with conditions including employment and an
emphasis not to use volunteers. While funding had not been confirmed A Arps was
confident there would be confirmation. Once funding was clear they could move
forward with stakeholders. Due to the size of projects the work required was wider
than just ECan carrying out the work.
Councillor Atkinson asked about discussions with employment agencies. A Arps
explained their role at the moment was to identify projects and get feedback.
Councillor Atkinson commented that the top priority of the programme was to employ
people and noted that would need working through with outside agencies.
Councillor Barnett asked when the projects were likely to get underway. A Arps replied
within two months. The Covid-19 funding was for five years. It included looking at the
supply of stock. The Provincial Growth Fund projects would be underway in a matter
of weeks.
Councillor Mealings asked about plant supplies, had they been in contact with
suppliers? A Arps explained that they had taken a step back and were refreshing the
list of ‘right plants’ before going out to nurseries. There was a need to enable
industries to ‘ramp-up’. If the Covid-19 funding was received, finance would be a nonissue rather how quickly they could get resources.
Councillor Atkinson asked if there were areas identified that resources could be
sourced from elsewhere. A Arps advised that some projects would just require fencing
and regeneration. Planting was at least a 3 year programme. The first year was site
preparation and fencing for a second year of planting. Councillor Atkinson asked
200604065568
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about the use of non-native species. A Arps advised that up until now planting focus
had been indigenous. Exotic species had been considered as part of Red, Black,
Green to extend participation. The use of poplar and willow for soil erosion control
was acknowledged.
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REPORTS
6.1

Arohatia te Awa Working Group Terms of Reference – G MacLeod
(Greenspace Manager)
G MacLeod spoke to the report which provided the Terms of Reference for
setting up the working group. The report proposed a mix of who would be
approved for the group including the biodiversity portfolio holder, a mix of staff
and another elected member to be appointed by the committee. The terms of
reference formalised the purpose of the group, the quorum and the objectives.
The working group would send back a work plan to the committee. He noted in
the Annual Plan there was an application for $100,000 for the first year of the
project, primarily to implement work around the Cam.
Councillor Atkinson asked why the whole committee could not be included in
the quorum. It was the basis of getting the Land and Water Committee to work.
G Cleary commented that was the committee decision, the working group did
not have delegated authority, it was a group of ‘doers’ and reports would come
back to this committee for decisions. He expressed caution that it was not
necessarily the best forum to get staff to report to a project control structure.
Meetings were expected to be more ad hoc and provide more day to day
direction. If that was the direction the committee were heading an option was
to not have the working group.
Councillor Atkinson commented the structure was fine, but rather than have one
person have all members appointed to it. It was about everyone working
together. G Cleary commented that sounded more like the set-up of the
Hazardous Waste Working Party.
Councillor Barnett asked if the working group should be formalised as
recommended with an invitation to other members to attended if they wish, with
speaking rights.
Councillor Stewart advised she had had an approach from the Chair of the
Rūnanga and Chair of the Water Zone Committee who both had an interest in
being members of the working group. She commented she would like to see
them appointed and noted the expertise and interest of those two individuals.
G Cleary commented the intention of the working group had not been to include
external parties. The purpose was to ensure there was structure around
managing the staff feeding the committee and acting on decisions of the
committee. He did not recommend that others be involved. Staff would
certainly work with those groups. He noted there was the Water Zone
Committee which included a wider group as well as regular Rūnanga meetings
and the Mahi Tahi Committee meetings. He believed if there were too many
moving parts the group would lose its ability to function effectively.
Councillor Mealings noted the huge amount of expertise of the individuals and
asked if it were not possible to engage with external parties as needs be without
them being a formal part of the committee. G Cleary advised that was the
intention.

200604065568
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Councillor Stewart asked about the clarity of the Working Group Vision and
asked if the wording ‘aquatic and terrestrial’ could be included so that it was
clear that waterways were fundamental. G Cleary agreed that could be
included.
Moved Councillor Barnett seconded Councillor Blackie
THAT the Land and Water Committee:
(a)

Receives report No. 200316035838

(b)

Approves the Terms of Reference for the Arohatia te Awa Working
Group.

(c)

Notes the Working Group will be accountable for the development of a
work plan for Arohatia te Awa.

(d)

Approves the membership of the working group and that this shall be for
a term until the next Council elections:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Biodiversity Portfolio Holder/Councillor Representative (Cr Sandra
Stewart)
Manager Community and Recreation/Project Sponsor (Chris Brown)
Manager Utilities and Roading (Gerard Cleary)
Community Greenspace Manager (Grant MacLeod)
One other Elected Member Appointee – Niki Mealings.
All members of the Land & Water Committee to be invited to attend the
meeting and have speaking rights.

(e)

Notes that the draft annual plan has $100,000 including for Arohatia te
Awa, this being subject to the annual plan approval process.

(f)

Notes that staff will work with Community Boards and local groups in the
establishment of the work plan for Arohatia te Awa.

(g)

Notes that the minutes of the Arohatia te Awa Working Group will be
circulated to the Land and Water Working Committee and Community
Boards.

Councillor Barnett took everyone’s point that they were all keen on the project
and to be involved and she noted that also extended to the community boards.
She commented it was just the start of the process and it just needed to be a
small group to get the strategy established. She suggested Councillor Mealings
be appointed as a fit with her other portfolios. She asked if there was any way
the Council could apply to the Covid-19 Emergency job scheme funding.
G MacLeod commented they had been working with ECan on their proposals.
Councillor Atkinson
recommendation.

proposed

an

amendment

with

an

additional

Moved Councillor Atkinson seconded Councillor Atkinson
(h)

That the Chair of the Water Zone Committee and the Chair of the
Rūnanga become members of the committee.

Councillor Atkinson commented the reason he had proposed the amendment
was that at every point they were reminded by the Rūnanga that they were their
partners and that they wished to be in on the ground floor when projects were
developed. He acknowledged there was the Mahi Tahi Committee however
200604065568
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they were talking about a ‘doing party’ which is what the Rūnanga had
requested to be on. It was important that their partners were there on the
ground floor for this project. He was not recommending the same for other
working parties however it was important for this project. If the Chairs declined
the invitation that was their decision however they would have been given the
opportunity to be in at the ground roots.
Councillor Stewart agreed with the comments noting she had been approached
by the chair of the Rūnanga about their involvement including applications for
funding. She also believed the Water Zone chair should also be involved.
There was a need for community buy-in and publicity which their involvement
at the grassroots could help provide. She commented her invitation was
particularly to those two people who had the expertise and involvement for that
project. She was happy for a review in 12 months to ensure that the working
group had provided the focus and momentum that was expected.
Councillor Blackie supported the amendment. The only downside he saw was
that it was staff working committee and he could see timetabling issues.
Mayor Gordon acknowledged the passion, enthusiasm and leadership of
Councillor Stewart in this space. In terms of extending the invitation to the Chair
of the Rūnanga and the Water Zone he had been persuaded by the argument
and believed it would add a lot of value. If the Council was to make gains in this
space they needed to have a broad buy-in. He noted the concerns raised,
however ultimately it was up to the individuals whether they could attend. He
commented on the need to be across funding opportunities.
Councillor Barnett asked if the proposed amendment was workable and
G Cleary advised it was.
The amendment was then put
Moved Councillor Atkinson seconded Councillor Atkinson
(h)

That the Chair of the Water Zone Committee and the Chair of the
Rūnanga become members of the committee.
CARRIED

The amendment then became the substantive motion
Moved Councillor Barnett seconded Councillor Blackie
THAT the Land and Water Committee:
(a)

Receives report No. 200316035838

(b)

Approves the Terms of Reference for the Arohatia te Awa Working
Group.

(c)

Notes the Working Group will be accountable for the development of a
work plan for Arohatia te Awa.

(d)

Approves the membership of the working group and that this shall be for
a term until the next Council elections:
i.

200604065568
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ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Manager Community and Recreation/Project Sponsor (Chris
Brown)
Manager Utilities and Roading (Gerard Cleary)
Community Greenspace Manager (Grant MacLeod)
One other Elected Member Appointee – Niki Mealings.
All members of the Land & Water Committee to be invited to
attend the meeting and have speaking rights.

(e)

Notes that the draft annual plan has $100,000 including for Arohatia te
Awa, this being subject to the annual plan approval process.

(f)

Notes that staff will work with Community Boards and local groups in the
establishment of the work plan for Arohatia te Awa.

(g)

Notes that the minutes of the Arohatia te Awa Working Group will be
circulated to the Land and Water Working Committee and Community
Boards.

(h)

Includes the Chair of the Waimakariri Water Zone Committee and the
Chair of the Rūnanga as members of the committee.
CARRIED

6.2

Zone Implementation Programme Addendum (ZIPA) projects summary
2020-21 – S Allen (Water Environment Advisor)
S Allen advised the report was to outline projects for the 2020/21 financial year.
There had been some changes to ZIPA budget due to Covid-19 re-evaluation
of the Annual Plan. The capital expenditure (capex) budget had been cut from
$100,000 to $50,000 and the operational budget (opex) had a $10,000
reduction in education.
S Allen explained there would be some delays due to Covid-19 particularly
autumn planting projects. There would be some carryover requests.
The largest Capex Projects were the biodiversity and amenity projects at
Townsend Fields and Taranaki Stream Reserve. There had been good
progress with some plantings and a path at the Taranaki Stream Reserve.
There were tidal plantings in the Kaiapoi River that were meant to happen in the
summer but due to lack of stock would be postponed until next summer. The
final capex project was a continuation of the inanga spawning habitat
improvement.
S Allen outlined the opex projects including,








200604065568
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a pilot around shading of drains which would be moved to next year.
a drainage review which looked at how the Council carried out drainage
practices. This had morphed into a drainage management plan which
would go to ECan for resource consent.
a stormwater education plan.
a research project negotiated with the University of Canterbury which
was partial funding for a PhD looking at climate change effect on
indigenous biodiversity on waterways.
Ecological survey support funding.
the nitrate study pilot would be repeated next year.
funding to develop technical guidance for private wells in the form of a
brochure for people with private wells.
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Councillor Atkinson referred to McIntosh’s Drain and Feldwick Drain planting
and asked if it wise to be spending money on enhancement if it could be
upgraded in the future. K Simpson advised that any work would be integrated
with potential future upgrades.
Councillor Mealings asked if the private well brochure would be actively
distributed. S Allen advised that there would be active distribution. They were
looking at electronic format and physical brochure. They were working with
ECan on leading the way for Canterbury wide information.
Councillor Barnett asked about the work being carried out testing different
elements in wells and if that was being fed into the District Plan review in terms
of zoning. S Allen advised that there had been no zones identified that were
consistently above MAV, results were patchy with a lot of variation. It did not
appear an overlay was appropriate rather to have an expectation that a well be
tested.
Councillor Barnett asked if results would be brought back to the committee
regarding shading trials as these trials had been ongoing. S Allen advised the
work was slightly different to what had occurred in the past. She would followup on reporting from Carex.
Moved Councillor Stewart seconded Councillor Atkinson
THAT the Land and Water Committee:
(a)

Receives report No. 200526061824.

(b)

Notes the proposed 2020-21 Waimakariri District Council Zone
Implementation Programme Addendum (ZIPA) work programme listed
below of based on ZIPA recommendations;

(c)

Fencing, biodiversity and amenity improvements; tidal plantings within
the Kaiapoi River; inanga spawning habitat improvements; a drain
shading pilot; continued work to review Council drainage management;
roll-out of an urban stormwater education programme in 2021; research
on incorporating climate change impacts for indigenous biodiversity
management; Ecological survey support; nitrate pilot study in 20 private
wells; and production of technical guidance for well owners.

(d)

Circulates this report to Council, Rūnanga Liaison Group, Community
Boards, the Waimakariri Water Zone Committee and Taranaki Stream
Reserve Advisory Group for their information.
CARRIED

Councillor Stewart hoped every item would be carried out and that all budget
would be used. She asked that for the work in Southbrook that a
macroinverterbrae index be completed before the work was carried out so that
the enhancement could be measured. S Allen agreed it would be good to
undertake sampling.
Councillor Mealings agreed that establishing a baseline was important to show
results.

200604065568
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6.3

Cam River Enhancement Fund and Kaiapoi River Rehabilitation Projects
Update – S Allen (Water Environment Advisor) and J Fraser (Utilities
Planner)
J Fraser and S Allen presented the report which was for information. At the 2
June meeting Council approved the Terms of Reference for the Committee to
take on the role of the Cam River Enhancement Sub-Committee and the
Kaiapoi River Rehabilitation Working Party. It provided a background of the
projects, where to for the future and potential challenges.
S Allen noted work carried out for the Cam River Enhancement including
Tuahiwi sediment traps, bank stabilisation work at Northbrook, intertidal
planting in the Kaiapoi River and dredging work. Staff were still waiting for the
global consent for work in waterways to be able to carry out some of the work.
In the future they were looking at sediment traps, more planting and drainage
wetlands. The work was not just for the following financial year but was
ongoing.
For Kaiapoi River Rehabilitation there was a continuation of dredging, and
terrestrial and intertidal planting. S Allen noted an error in Table 1, the budget
for planting and fencing of sediment traps should be $30,000 rather than the
listed $20,000. Due to Covid-19 there would be a late carryover request for
planting.
Councillor Atkinson noted the match funding from ECan and asked if it were
ongoing and would it transfer to the other programme of works. J Fraser
advised that ECan had started the planting last year with a number of planting
nodes. That was last financial year, this financial year they were undertaking
willow control. As WDC were relying on ECan to undertake the willow control
they had not sought ECan funding for planting.
C Brown advised that he and Councillor Stewart had a successful meeting on
Friday with the new ECan River Engineer. The willow control had been
discussed and ECan had indicated they would be more proactive in advising
when and how they would undertake tree maintenance including an annual
walkover. This would assist with budgeting and planning. Linking to the
presentation with A Arps if there were increased budget for planting he did not
believe funding would be an issue for terrestrial plants on the Kaiapoi River.
Councillor Stewart noted that Kaiapoi River was the worst tested freshwater site
in the country and asked what was the plan, in conjunction with ECan, to
accelerate improvements for the waterway. S Allen advised that pigeon control
under the Williams Street Bridge would be undertaken to reduce ability to nest
in that location. ECan had advised the source of Ecoli was avian.
Moved Councillor Stewart seconded Councillor Blackie
THAT the Land and Water Committee:

200604065568
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(a)

Receives report No. 200526062002 [v2].

(b)

Notes the progress of Cam River Enhancement Fund, with bank
stabilisation and sediment trap works, and Kaiapoi River Rehabilitation
projects of intertidal plantings and river dredging in 2018-2020.

(c)

Notes that there are existing budget allocations in 2020-21 for the Cam
River Enhancement Fund and Kaiapoi River Rehabilitation projects.
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(d)

Notes the Cam River Enhancement Fund projects of sediment trap
installation, fine sediment removal and bed-raking, drainage wetlands,
bank reshaping, riparian planting, and monitoring for 2020-21.

(e)

Notes the Kaiapoi River Rehabilitation works of intertidal planting,
riparian planting, and gravel beach/ stormwater outfall wetland creation
planned for 2020-21.

(f)

Circulates this report to the Rūnanga Liaison Group, Kaiapoi – Tuahiwi
Community Board and Rangiora-Ashley Community Board for
information.
CARRIED

Councillor Stewart believed it was an excellent move to have both river projects
within the agenda of the Land and Water Committee. She was keen to see
work continue and the profile of work being undertaken needed to be raised.
She was keen to continue the impetus and involve the partners ECan and the
Runanga. She reiterated that the meeting with the ECan River Engineer had
been successful. It was important to recognise river work carried out in rural
areas was not appropriate for a stretch of urban waterway.
Councillor Atkinson reiterated the importance of reminding ECan at every
opportunity that a stretch of water through a town was very different to every
other stretch of water. It was somewhere where people lived.

7

MEMO FOR INFORMATION
7.1

Essential Freshwater Package and Summary of the Independent
Assessment Panel Report – G Meadows (Policy Manager)
G Meadows spoke to the memo. He noted that the National Policy Statement
(NPS) for Freshwater Management had gone out to consultation in 2019 and
received 17,500 submissions. The Ministry for Environment referred the
submissions to an independent assessment panel. That report had been
submitted, and still decisions had not been made. The Minister was not due to
make a recommendation until July. It was not certain what parts of the report
would be incorporated into the NPS.
Moved Councillor Atkinson seconded Councillor Barnett
THAT the Land and Water Committee:
(a)

Receives Item 7.1 for information.
CARRIED

8

QUESTIONS
There were no questions.

9

URGENT GENERAL BUSINESS
There was no urgent general business.
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NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Land and Water Committee is scheduled for 9:30am, on
Thursday 13 August 2020 in the Council Chambers.

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 10.46am.
CONFIRMED

______________________
Chairperson

______________________
Date
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WAIMAKARIRI DISTRICT COUNCIL
REPORT FOR DECISION
FILE NO and TRIM NO:

DRA-19 / 200727094590

REPORT TO:

Land and Water Committee

DATE OF MEETING:

13 August 2020

FROM:

Sophie Allen - Water Environment Advisor

SUBJECT:

Planting proposal for Fernside Springs (Pinevale Farm)

SIGNED BY:
(for Reports to Council,
Committees or Boards)

1.

2.

Department Manager

pp Chief Executive

SUMMARY
1.1

This report summarises a proposal for planting, maintenance and monitoring at Pinevale
Farm, in Fernside, to be undertaken from the Cam River Enhancement Fund.

1.2

There are multiple springs on Pinevale Farm that feed into the South Brook. This proposal
is for native wetland and riparian planting of two currently-fenced areas, where stock is
excluded. There is potential for further stages of works at other spring areas, not included
in this report, for future negotiation between the landowner, leasee, and Waimakariri
District Council (WDC).

1.3

Community stream monitoring with a Stream Health and Monitoring Assessment Kit
(SHMAK monitoring) will be carried out before and after planting by WDC. The landowner
and/or leasee will be encouraged to continue this monitoring for longer-term trends, with
the support of WDC staff.

RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Land and Water Committee

3.

(a)

Receives report No. 200727094590.

(b)

Approves the proposal for the planting and associated maintenance of springs at Pinevale
Farm, estimated at a cost of $14,000, from the allocated budget of $33,100 from the Cam
River Enhancement Fund.

(c)

Circulates a copy of this report to ECAN, Fish and Game and the Rangiora Ashley
Community Board for their information.

BACKGROUND
3.1.

The Cam River Enhancement Fund was established by an Environment Court ruling in
July 2001. This ruling required the consent holder (WDC) to provide an amount of $25,000
per year over a five year period for habitat restoration in the Cam River system. The
purpose of the fund, as noted in the Environment Court decision, was to be used “for
habitat restoration in the Cam River system … as agreed between North Canterbury Fish
and Game Council and the consent holder in consultation with the Department of
Conservation.”
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4.

3.2.

Initially landowner applications were accepted for the fund, with some budget allocated to
planting and fencing projects. A strategic catchment approach, however, was decided to
be undertaken by the Committee. The Committee commissioned a scoping strategy of the
Cam River and its tributaries from Dr Henry Hudson. A final version of this report was
delivered in 2017 (TRIM 170410035142[v2]).

3.3.

Funding was allocated to projects in September 2018 by the Cam River Enhancement
Fund Subcommittee, which included representation from North Canterbury Fish and
Game. Funding was allocated for planting and maintenance for the springs in the Fernside
area where Pinevale Farm is located.

ISSUES AND OPTIONS
4.1.

A staged approach is proposed for the project at Pinevale Farm. There is potential for
further stages of works at other springs in the area, for future negotiation between the
landowner, leasee, and Waimakariri District Council (WDC). These areas are currently not
able to be progressed with planting, as the landowner and leasee intend to carry out reshaping works first, before fencing off the springs. The estimated cost of the proposed
planting and associated maintenance works is $14,000 including contingency (see Table
1). Further stages of works would be funded from the remainder of the budget allocation
of $19,100 ($33,100 minus the $14,000 of proposed works in this report).

Table 1: Estimated costs (excl. GST)
Item
Notes
Plant purchase
1050 native
eco-sourced
plants (0.75m spacing, two
rows along waterway) Restoration grade. (average of
$3.05/plant)
Plant
installation
and Plants potentially planted by
maintenance (for 2 years)
community planting event
(TBC).

Plant guards and installation

Fixed costs
SHAMAK kit - monitoring

1000 environmentally-friendly
‘Nature Guards’ at $3.75
including instalment labour
(note: no guards required for
50 spring head plants in water)
Health and safety and site
establishment
A possibility to loan from the
Landcare Trust

Project contingency
Total cost

4.2.

Cost
$3,202.50

$6,000
($3,000 if community planting
event
i.e.
excluding
installation cost)
$3,750
($1550 if community planting
event
i.e.
excluding
installation cost)
$600 ($300 per site)
N/A
$500
$14,052.50

The two springs (see Figure 1) are either fenced (‘Gum Tree’ spring on the west of the
property) or will be fenced shortly by the leasee (‘Lehmans Road’ spring to the east of the
property). The setback of the ‘Gum Tree’ spring is approximately 2-3m from the bank edge
to the fence, with an electrified 3-wire barbwire fence that provides stock exclusion for
cattle. The setback for the fencing that has been proposed with the landowner for the
‘Lehmans Road’ spring is approximately 4m from the bank edge on average.
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Figure 1: The two spring areas are shown in orange. The ‘gum tree’ spring on the left, and
the ‘Lehmans Road’ spring on the right.
4.3.

It is proposed to plant 1050 eco-sourced native riparian/ wetland plants over the two spring
sites. The ‘gum tree’ spring to the west is proposed to have planting in the spring head
with wetland species, and two rows of riparian planting along both the true left and right
(550 plants along 110m approximately). The ‘Lehmans Road’ spring is proposed to be only
planted on the true right, the farm side (500 plants along 206m approximately). The
roadside on the true left is proposed to be left unplanted, to avoid any potential traffic
visibility issues and sufficient grass buffer for treatment of any road sediment run-off. There
is also potential that wai kōura (freshwater crayfish), if present, are using the existing
hawthorn trees for cover and food supply.

4.4.

There is an alternative option that WDC staff could organise two community planting days
in spring (September 2020), if there was support from the landowner and leasee.
Community planting event would provide possibilities for greater community engagement
and lower the cost of plant and guard installation (see alternative costings, Table 1),
however there would be a need to manage and mitigate health and safety issues of events
held on an active farm, as well as evaluate the WDC staff time to organise.

4.5.

Screefing (scraping with a hand tool to create a bare planting surface) and weed mats will
be used, instead of a preparatory spray, the traditional method for planting preparation.
Maintenance will be minimal mechanical weed clearance and/or limited and careful
glyphosate spray usage, due to the proximity of the waterway.

4.6.

Water quality and macroinvertebrate monitoring is proposed to be carried out using a
Stream Health and Monitoring and Assessment Kit (SHMAK kit), which is designed for the
use by farmers and community (citizen science) monitoring. WDC staff will provide a
demonstration of the kit at the first few monitoring events, before and after planting, with
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potential for the landowner or leasee for example to continue to monitor in the long term.
A SHMAK kit is able to be borrowed from the Landcare Trust.
4.7.
5.

The Management Team have reviewed this report and support the recommendations.

COMMUNITY VIEWS
5.1.

Groups and Organisations
5.1.1.

5.2.

Wider Community
5.2.1.

6.

The Cam River Enhancement Fund Subcommittee approved an allocation of
$33,100 for springs in the Fernside area in September 2018. The Cam River
Enhancement Fund Subcommittee was disestablished in October 2019 at the end
of the Council term. The subcommittee had representation from North Canterbury
Fish and Game, and carried out consultation with the Department of Conservation
among other parties. WDC staff consider this gave effect to the consent condition
requirement for approval of North Canterbury Fish and Game, and consultation
with the Department of Conservation. A copy of this report will be circulated to
North Canterbury Fish and Game and Department of Conservation as an update
following their approval of the programme.

The wider community has not be consulted on the proposal for enhancement
works of springs in the Fernside area specifically.

IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS
6.1.

Financial Implications
6.1.1.

6.2.

Community Implications
6.2.1.

6.3.

With the fencing setback from the bank and planting of the riparian margin there
will likely be improved water quality and habitat for biodiversity. The Pinevale Farm
property is on a busy intersection that would have visibility to passing traffic, so
good management practices on the farm could motivate actions by others to fence
off, plant and restore springheads.

Risk Management
6.3.1.

6.4.

There is existing budget for planting of springs in the Fernside area. No additional
budget is sought.

There are further spring heads that have potential for protection and enhancement
on the Pinevale Farm. The leasee will likely not be ready for fencing off of these
areas this spring 2020, therefore the project has been split into stages, rather than
waiting to complete all works together.

Health and Safety
6.4.1.

DRA-19 / 200727094590

There are Health and Safety considerations, such as for the option of community
planting events on a working farm. This option would have specific Health and
Safety hazard identification and risk management carried out.
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7.

CONTEXT
7.1.

Policy
7.1.1.

7.2.

Legislation
Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan and National Policy
Statement for Freshwater Management
7.2.1.

7.3.

7.4.

This matter is not a matter of significance in terms of the Council’s Significance
and Engagement Policy.

Under Plan Change 7 (notified in July 2019), waterways with farm cattle on the
plains, including spring-fed artificial waterways, are required to have stock
exclusion, usually provided in the form of a fence. There is no required setback
distance. In the proposed amendments to the National Policy Statement for
Freshwater Management, a 3m setback has been indicated for stock exclusion,
however this amendment to the NPS-FM has not yet been gazetted.

Community Outcomes
7.3.1.

There is a healthy and sustainable environment for all



Harm to the environment from the impacts of land use, use of water resources
and air emissions is minimised.



Cultural values relating to water are acknowledged and respected.

Delegations
7.4.1.

DRA-19 / 200727094590

The Land and Water Committee holds the delegation for decisions regarding the
Cam River Enhancement Fund.
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE CANTERBURY WATER MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY WAIMAKARIRI ZONE COMMITTEE HELD IN THE FUNCTION ROOM AT
THE RANGIORA TOWN HALL, 303 HIGH STREET, RANGIORA ON MONDAY 3 AUGUST
2020 AT 3:30PM.

PRESENT
Michael Blackwell (Chairperson), Cameron Henderson (Deputy Chairperson), Dave Ashby,
Erin Harvie, Carolyne Latham, Judith Roper-Lindsay, John Cooke (Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri
Rūnanga representative), Arapata Reuben (Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri Rūnanga representative) and
Councillor Sandra Stewart (WDC Councillor).
IN ATTENDANCE
T Robson (Oxford-Ohoka Community Board), B Stokes (Farmer), M Bate (Kaiapoi Resident),
J Ensor (Mandeville Residents Association), J Benn (Department of Conservation), Ruby
Gill-Clifford (ECan Youth Rōpū) and Jazmynn Hodder-Swain (ECan Youth Rōpū).
G Cleary (WDC Manager Utilities and Roading), S Allen (WDC Water Environment Advisor),
K Steel (WDC Ecologist-Biodiversity), Dr T Davie (ECan Acting Director of Science), A Arps
(ECan Zone Manager), A Meredith (ECan Principal Water Quality and Ecology Scientist),
A Kreleger (ECan Senior Groundwater Scientist), M Cataloni, (ECan Northern Zone
Delivery Lead), M Griffin (ECan CWMS Facilitator) and T Kunkel (WDC Governance Team
Leader).

1

BUSINESS
1.1

Apologies

Moved: D Ashby

Seconded: J Roper-Lindsay

Apologies were received and sustained from Councillor Megan Hands and Wendy
Main for absence. An apology for lateness was also were received and sustained
from Arapata Reuben.
CARRIED
1.3

Welcome and Introductions

The Chairperson welcomed all the members present. He requested the CWMS
Waimakariri Zone Committee members, and attendees, to introduce themselves to
the members of the public that may be listening.
1.4

Register of Interests

No changes or updates were made.

2

OPPORTUNITY FOR THE PUBLIC TO SPEAK
2.1

R Gill-Clifford and J Hodder-Swain (ECan Youth Rōpū).

J Hodder-Swain advised that Environment Canterbury’s Youth Rōpū was a voluntary
group of 16 young people aged 14 to 24, who were enthusiastic about the
environment. She explained the Youth Rōpū was on mission to further young people’s
involvement in environmental decision making in Canterbury. The main objective was
to create a two-way relationship between young people and decision makers.
R Gill-Clifford advised that having a young person as a member of the Water Zone
Committee would be important to advocate for youth views regarding various
environmental campaigns.
200811102387
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C Henderson enquired which key issues the Youth Rōpū was interested in. J HodderSwain explained that the Youth Rōpū was focusing on giving the youth perspective

during decision-making, consultations, and organising events.
J Roper-Lindsay asked if any of the Youth Rōpū members lived in the Waimakariri
District. R Gill-Clifford noted that she attended Rangiora High School, but lived in the
Hurunui District. J Hodder-Swain resided in both North-east Christchurch and the
Waimakariri District. Both were North Canterbury representatives of the Youth Rōpū
and would, therefore, also represent the interest of the Waimakariri District.
M Blackwell thanked the representatives from the Youth Rōpū for their input and stated
that the CWMS Waimakariri Zone Committee would welcome a youth perspective in
key issues.
2.2

M Bate – Kaiapoi Resident

M Bate showed various photos and videos taken of Taranaki Stream. He stated that
although the stream seemed healthy, he was still concerned about the lack of aquatic
life in the stream and in Taranaki Creek, especially the lack of weeds and indigenous
species. There was still signs of chemical spraying on the banks of the creek. M Bate
expressed a concern about the sediment from the drains being cleared nearby, as it
seemed to be full of algae and would be running into the Taranaki Stream and the
Waikuku wetlands.
M Bate displayed a photo that showed that the fish-window in the Taranaki Stream
had been opened. He advised that there was rubbish collecting behind the floodgate
and this was not a habitat conducive to aquatic life, as could be seen from the lack of
fish. He was, however, encouraged by the presence of whitebait and some water
birds near the floodgates.
In response to questions, A Meredith explained that the seals on the old Taranaki
floodgate were broken and a new floodgate was, therefore, designed and installed.
The new floodgate included a fish-window and ECan was monitoring the new
floodgate to ascertain the effect of the new floodgate, that sealed properly, before it
would begin opening the fish-window. However, it seemed that the fish-window had
now been opened, without ECan’s consent. Dr T Davie confirmed that ECan had a
floodgate inspection programme and the rubbish collecting behind the floodgate would
be removed within the next week.

3

ZIPA IMPLEMENTATION – UPDATE – S ALLEN (WDC) AND M Griffin (ECAN)
S Allen reported that the Council’s Stormwater Network Discharge Consent monitoring
programmes had been drafted, with Rangiora and Woodend Monitoring Programmes
lodged with ECan. Oxford and Kaiapoi applications, which had previously been
delayed, had now also been lodged.
S Allen also reported that the Drainage and Waterway Review’ and ‘Drainage
Maintenance Management Plan’ had been drafted and approved by the Council in
July 2020. The Council’s Drainage Maintenance Management Plan included a
discussion of mahinga kai, Wāhi Tapu and Wāhi Taonga in regard to drain
management, following advice from A Rueben.
S Allen highlighted that the Inanga spawning area improvements had been carried out
for McIntosh Drain and Courtenay Stream. Pampas, gorse, and willow removal was
carried out in December 2019 to reduce shading. Native grasses were re-planted at
Courtenay Stream after 1 June 2020, with no disturbance of the area during the inanga
spawning window. Taranaki Stream would undergo improvements in spring/summer
2020-21, once the global consent was in place for bank regrading.
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In response to questions, K Steel advised that an urban stormwater education
programme was proposed to be delivered in 2020-2021 with a supplier of this
programme currently being scoped.
J Roper-Lindsay stated that she was glad to see that the Ashley Rakahuri Gorge and
the Upper Catchment of the Ashley Rakahuri (Puketeraki Ranges above the gorge)
were proposed to be listed as a Significant Amenity Landscape in the draft District
Plan. She enquired what draft provisions would be included in the draft District Plan
to protect the landscape and biodiversity in these areas. K Steel advised that the draft
District Plan was still confidential, but that the Development Planning Team would be
working with consultants on the provisions to protect the landscape and biodiversity.
J Roper-Lindsay stressed that it was important to not only protect the vegetation but
also the natural character of these areas.
In response to questions from M Blackwell, S Allen confirmed that the Aquatic Ecology
Report by Mark Taylor identified that the McIntosh Drain, Courtenay Stream and
Taranaki Stream as inanga spawning habitats that needed to be enhanced.
M Blackwell further enquired if a fish-passage would be installed in the Courtenay
Stream floodgate as part of the enhancement of the Inanga spawning habitats.
A Meredith advised that two of the flaps of the floodgates had been modified at the
beginning of the year, to help keep the floodgates open longer for the fish to get
through. It was hoped that by keeping the floodgates open for the longer, the whitebait
arriving at the floodgates would get an opportunity to pass through. If the opening of
the floodgates was found to be successful, ECan would also be modifying the
remaining two flaps of the flood gates.
A Arps provided a brief overview of the work done on the implementation of ZIPA
recommendations this year, up to July 2020. M Cataloni elaborated on the
Silverstream Loop where approximately 15,000 riparian plants were planted in the last
six months at a cost of $150,000. Most of the planting was at the Silverstream
Reserve, in an area near Giles Road that was previously used for grazing.
M Cataloni reported on the new floodgate at Taranaki Stream has been installed
reducing the risk of flooding and increasing fish passage. C Latham enquired if it was
established who opened the fish-window and was it desirable to have this window in
the floodgate open. A Meredith advised that it was assumed that the fish-window was
opened by a member of the public. ECan would be securing the fish-window with a
padlock and monitor it regularly in future.
M Cataloni advised that the all Immediate Steps funding was allocated for 2019/20
($104,500) with four Immediate Steps Project applications supported in the last six
6months, totalling $60,000.
Councillor S Steward sought clarity on what the planting in the Silverstream Loop
intended to achieve. A Arps explained that although the riparian planting would not
have a direct effect on nitrate levels, adding it would from part of a forest environment
for the loop track and therefore had amenity value. He noted other planting in the area
would achieve greater biodiversity value.
Councillor S Stewart enquired how far away the Silverstream Loop project was from
completion. A Arps advised that ECan was working with Council staff to establish
what work still needed to be done. It was envisaged that the project would take at
least another five years to complete depending on what funding was available.
J Roper-Lindsay asked if the drop-in sessions for farmers had taken place. M Cataloni
reported that the drop-in sessions were held and were well received. The drop-in
sessions were advertised in newspapers and would continue on a monthly basis.
A Arps provided a brief update on the Braided River Revival programme which
addressed all braided rivers across the region, but would be applied on a catchment
by catchment basis. It was envisaged that at least $500,000 would be spent on the
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Ashley-Rakahuri river over the next two years. He added this may change, as ECan
was still waiting for an outcome from their submission for Covid funding which may
contribute additional funding in this catchment. A Arps requested the CWMS
Waimakariri Zone Committee members to consider their aspirations for the WaikukuTaranaki sub-catchment area, to help inform future projects in this area.
C Latham advised that she had liaised with the Taranaki Stream farmers about the
proposed Braided River Revival and about the possibility of broadening the Taranaki
Stream Catchment Group to include Waikuku and the Little Ashley. She suggested
that the Waikuku-Taranaki community might be in a better position to clarify the
aspirations for the Waikuku-Taranaki catchment area.
M Blackwell thanked M Cataloni for the extensive work already being done with the
landowners Waikuku-Taranaki community.
In conclusion M Griffin, reported that in terms of the six monthly ZIPA
Recommendations Review stated that of the 118 recommendations in the Waimakariri
ZIP Addendum (2018), 59 were ‘statutory’ recommendations (Plan Change 7) and 59
‘action’ recommendations. In terms of the report, 106 of 118 ZIPA Recommendations
had been addressed in some form.
Moved: J Roper-Lindsay

Seconded: E Harvie

THAT the CWMS Waimakariri Zone Committee:
(a)

4

Receives the update on the progress that the implementation of the Zone
Implementation Programme Addendum (ZIPA) recommendations up until
23 July 2020.
CARRIED

WWZC ZIPA PRIORITY SETTING – WORKSHOP REVIEW – M GRIFFIN (ECAN)
It was agreed that consideration of the WWZC ZIPA Priority Setting Workshop Review
be postponed to a subsequent meeting of the CWMS Waimakariri Zone Committee.

5

LAND AND WATER COMMITTEE UPDATE – M GRIFFIN (ECAN)
5.1

Proposed Plan Change 7 (Waimakariri)
M Griffin advised that the independent Hearing Panel had indicated it was
hopeful a hearing would commence in either September 2020 or October 2020.
Evidence in Chief was exchanged on 17 July 2020 and expert caucusing would
occur in August 2020. Rebuttal Evidence was to be lodged by 18 September
2020.

5.2

Waimakariri Water Zone Committee – Communications
No discussion emanated from this item.

5.3

CWMS Regional Committee
C Latham tabled a report regarding the CWMS Regional Committee Workshop
held on 28 July 2020. It was anticipated that the CWMS Regional Committee
would be held on 11 August 2020.

5.4

Action Points from 6 July meeting
5.4.1 Investigation into the automation of the Cam River Floodgate (ECan) –
S Allen reported that the Council had requested a report from Mahaanui
Kurataiao Ltd (MKT) on the proposed automation of the Cam River
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floodgates. They have advised that they would not support the
automation and the Council would, therefore, not proceed with this
initiative.
In response to a question from C Latham, S Allen reported that the MKT
report expressed strong concerns regarding the effects the proposed
changes to the flood gate’s operation would have on fish passage and
inanga spawning. She undertook to forward the MKT report to members.
5.4.2 Monitoring of the Kaiapoi River (ECan) – M Griffin highlighted the
monitoring data available for the Kaiapoi Rover on the LAWA (Land, Air,
Water Aotearoa) website.
M Blackwell expressed a concern that the no data had been captured on
the LAWA website about the water health/quality of the Waimakariri
River. He requested that the matter be addressed by ECan, as there
were at least five monitoring sites in the Waimakariri River.
5.4.3 National Policy Statement (NPS) for Freshwater Management 2020
(ECan) – The Government release of the NPS for Freshwater was
expected within the next few weeks.
5.4.4 Effluent discharge into the Waimakariri River (ECan) – This issue had
been passed onto the Christchurch/West Melton monitoring team.
5.4.5 CCC Styx River monitoring information – A link had been provided by
Christchurch City Council to its surface water quality monitoring
programme reports.
Moved: C Latham

Seconded: E Harvie

THAT the CWMS Waimakariri Zone Committee:
(a)

Receives these updates for its information, and with reference to the
Committee’s 2020 Work Programme and Community Engagement priorities.
CARRIED

A Reuben arrived at meeting at 4:45.

6

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
6.1

Minutes of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy Waimakariri Zone
Committee meeting – 6 July 2020
Moved: D Ashby

Seconded: J Cook

THAT the CWMS Waimakariri Zone Committee:
(a)

6.2

Confirms the amended Minutes of the Canterbury Water Management
Strategy Waimakariri Zone Committee meeting, held on 6 July 2020, as
a true and accurate record.
CARRIED

Matters Arising
Councillor S Stewart enquired if ECan was able to retrieve the data from the
data loggers in the Kaiapoi River. A Meredith confirmed that the data had not
been retrieved, but would be available at the next CWMS Waimakariri Zone
Committee meeting.
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J Roper-Lindsay requested an update on the public meeting held on 8 July 2020
by the Templeton Group to discuss the issues with the lake. A Meredith advised
that it was a very productive meeting and the new owners seemed to be willing
to work with the Council and the residents to solve the problems in Pegasus.
The Council and ECan would be discussing the Templeton Group’s plans for
the Pegasus Lake during the coming summer.

7

GENERAL BUSINESS
7.1

Pollution Event
A Arps requested CWMS Waimakariri Zone Committee members to advise the
public to report pollution events to the Ecan Pollution Hotline, so that they could
be monitored and dealt with speedily. Anyone can call Environment Canterbury
on 0800 765 588 (24 hours) to report an environmental issue or use the ‘Snap
Send Solve’ smartphone app to report an issue from their mobile phone.

7.2

Rangiora Racecourse Quarry proposal
C Latham stated that a resource consent had been lodged with the Council to
quarry inside the track at the racecourse. She enquired if the CWMS
Waimakariri Zone Committee would be given an opportunity to make input on
the nesting of river birds in quarries. M Blackwell stated that CWMS
Waimakariri Zone Committee members had the right to make submissions as
individuals, as part of the resource consent process, but not the committee
itself.

7.3

Biodiversity Working Group
J Roper-Lindsay confirmed this group had met and had initial discussions
around the scope and priorities of this working group. She requested that the
committee’s Biodiversity Working Group be given an opportunity at future
CWMS Waimakariri Zone Committee meetings to report on their meetings.

KARAKIA
A Reuben provided the karakia to close the meeting.

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the CWMS Waimakariri Water Zone Committee was scheduled for the
7 September 2020 at 3:30pm.

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 5.15pm.
CONFIRMED

_____________________
Chairperson

_____________________
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